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Contemporary Mathematics
Markov Diagrams for Some Non-Markovian Systems
Kathleen Carroll and Karl Petersen
Abstract. Markov diagrams provide a way to understand the structures of topological dynamical
systems. We examine the construction of such diagrams for subshifts, including some which do not
have any nontrivial Markovian part, in particular Sturmian systems and some substitution systems.
1. Introduction
F. Hofbauer [11] and J. Buzzi [2] defined Markov diagrams in order to study the structures and
invariant measures of dynamical systems, especially those with a Markovian aspect, for example piecewise
monotonic interval maps and other possibly nonunifomly expanding maps. Here we examine further the
construction of these diagrams for subshifts, including some that are minimal and have zero entropy. Such
subshifts may be considered to be highly non-Markovian, since they have some long-range order, indeed
infinite memory. We hope that Markov diagrams will be useful also for understanding and classifying
such systems, for example besides helping to identify measures of maximal entropy as in [3,11,12] also
to determine complexity functions, estimate return times to cylinders, and so on.
In Sections 3 and 4 we provide a construction of Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagrams for Sturmian
systems. In particular, in Theorem 4.10 we show that the Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagram of a Sturmian
system can be constructed solely from its left special sequence. In Section 5 we discuss properties of
Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagrams that hold for any subshift. We show that given a one-sided subshift
X+ there is a correspondence between those paths on the Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagram of X+ that
start with a vertex of length one and points in X+ (Theorem 5.7). Corollary 5.8 relates the number of
such paths to the complexity function of X+. We prove that the eventually Markov part of the natural
extension of any one-sided subshift is empty provided that the natural extension is an infinite minimal
subshift (Proposition 5.11.1). In Section 6 we construct the Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagram for the
Morse minimal subshift by showing that the vertices are precisely those blocks in the language of the
subshift that are of the form 0 or 1 followed by a block that can be extended to the left in two ways.
2. Background
We recall some of the basic terminology and notation from topological and symbolic dynamics; for
more details, see for example [16] or [20]. A topological dynamical system is a pair (X,T ), where X
is a compact Hausdorff space (usually metric) and T : X → X is a continuous mapping. We focus
on topological dynamical systems which are shift dynamical systems. Let A be a finite set, called an
alphabet, whose elements are called symbols. For us often A = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}, in fact often A = {0, 1}.
A sequence is a one-sided infinite string of symbols (a function N → A) and a bisequence is an infinite
string of symbols that extends in two directions (a function Z→ A). We will use the word “sequence”
to apply also to bisequences, depending on the context to clarify the meaning. The full n-shift is
Σn = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}Z, the collection of all bisequences of symbols from A = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. The one-
sided full n-shift is Σ+n = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}N. We also define the shift transformation σ : Σ(A) → Σ(A)
and Σ+(A)→ Σ+(A) by (σx)i = xi+1 for all i. The pair (Σn, σ) is called the n-shift dynamical system.
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We give A the discrete topology and Σ(A) and Σ+(A) the product topology. The topologies on Σ(A)
and Σ+(A) are compatible with the metric d(x, y) = 1/2n, where n = inf{|k| | xk 6= yk}. A subshift is
a pair (X, σ) (or (X+, σ)), where X ⊂ Σn (or X+ ⊂ Σ+n ) is a nonempty, closed, shift-invariant set. A
finite string of letters from A is called a block and the length of a block B is denoted |B|. Furthermore,
a block of length n is an n-block. Given a subshift (X, σ) of a full shift, Ln(X) denotes the set of all
n-blocks that occur in points in X . The language of X is the collection L(X) = ⋃∞n=0 Ln(X). A shift of
finite type is a subshift consisting of all sequences none of whose subblocks are in some finite collection
of forbidden blocks of finite length. A topological dynamical system is minimal if every orbit is dense.
The orbit closure of a sequence is minimal if and only if the sequence is syndetically recurrent: every
block that appears in the sequence appears with bounded gap. The complexity function of a sequence
u, denoted pu, maps each natural number n to the number of blocks of length n that appear in u. If X
is a subshift, then pX(n) is the number of blocks of length n that appear in L(X).
The construction of Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagrams involves the use of follower sets. There are
several ways to define follower sets. The (block to block) follower set of a block w ∈ L(X) is FX(w) =
{v ∈ L(X)|wv ∈ L(X)}. Alternatively, define the future FX of a left-infinite sequence λ in X to be the
collection of all right-infinite sequences ρ such that λρ ∈ X . This is a ray to ray follower set. It is also
possible to define block to ray or ray to block follower sets. The definition of follower set (3.2) used in
constructing Hofbauer-Buzzi diagrams is slightly different from both of these.
Follower sets have been particularly useful in examining sofic systems. A sofic shift is a shift space
that is a factor of a shift of finite type [24]. Alternatively, a sofic shift consists of all sequences that are
labels of infinite walks on a finite graph with labeled edges (see [16]). Fischer [8] and Krieger [14] used
follower sets to construct covers for sofic shifts. A presentation of a sofic shift X is a labeled graph G for
which XG = X . A presentation is right-resolving if for each vertex I of G the edges starting at I carry
different labels. A minimal right-resolving presentation of a sofic shift X is a right-resolving presentation
of X having the fewest vertices among all right-resolving presentations of X . Fischer proved that any
two minimal right-resolving presentations are isomorphic as labeled graphs; the minimal right-resolving
presentation of a sofic shift X is called the Fischer cover [8,16].
Given an irreducible (topologically transitive) sofic shift X over a finite alphabet A, the Fischer
cover can be constructed using the follower sets defined above. Let CX be the collection of all (block to
block) follower sets in X . We write CX = {FX(w)|w ∈ L(X)}. Now construct a labeled graph G = (G,L)
as follows. The vertices of G are the elements in CX . Let c = FX(w) be an element in CX and a ∈ A.
If wa ∈ L(X), let c′ = FX(wa) ∈ CX and draw an edge labeled a from c to c′. If wa /∈ L(X), do
nothing. Continuing this process for all elements in CX yields a labeled graph G called the follower set
graph. The Fischer cover of X is the labeled subgraph of the follower set graph formed by using only the
follower sets of intrinsically synchronizing blocks. Here a block w in L(X) is intrinsically synchronizing
if whenever uw,wv ∈ L(X) then uwv ∈ L(X) [16].
The Krieger cover is constructed using the futures, as defined above, of left-infinite sequences in
X . We define the future cover as follows. Let G be the labeled graph whose vertices are the futures of
left-infinite sequences. For a in A, if λ and λa are left-infinite sequences in X , then there is an edge
labeled a from FX(λ) to FX(λa). The graph G is the future or Krieger cover of the subshift X [14,16].
The Krieger cover can be constructed for any subshift X , but it usually leads to non-irreducible and
often uncountable graphs. Nevertheless, the Krieger cover is canonically associated to the subshift X .
This is proved for the sofic case in [15] and in general in [6].
3. Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagrams
Franz Hofbauer [11] constructed Markov diagrams to determine measures of maximal entropy for
piecewise monotonically increasing functions on the interval. In 1997, Buzzi extended the construction
of the Hofbauer Markov diagram to arbitrary smooth interval maps [1], and in 2010 to any subshift [2].
The Hofbauer-Buzzi Markov diagram is a slight variation of Hofbauer’s original Markov diagram. We
will refer to such diagrams as HB diagrams. In order to describe the construction, we introduce the
following definitions from [2].
Let A be a finite alphabet and X+ ⊂ AN a one-sided subshift. Furthermore, let X+− ⊂ AZ be its
natural extension
X+− = {x ∈ AZ| for all p ∈ Z xpxp+1... ∈ X+},
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with the action of the shift σ which maps an → an+1 for all n in Z.
Definition 3.1. Let piX+ denote the continuous shift commuting projection from X
+− to X+
defined by
piX+(x) = x0x1x2...,
where x = ...x−1.x0x1x2....
Definition 3.2. The follower set of a block w = a−na−n+1...a0 in L(X+−) is
fol(a−na−n+1...a0) = {b0b1... ∈ X+| there exists b ∈ X+− with b−n...b0 = a−n...a0}.
Definition 3.3. A significant block of X+− is a−na−n+1...a0 such that
fol(a−na−n+1...a0) ( fol(a−n+1a−n+2...a0).
Definition 3.4. The significant form of a−na−n+1...a0 in X
+− is
sig(a−n...a0) = a−k...a0,
where k ≤ n is maximal such that a−k...a0 is significant.
It is apparent that these definitions are tailored for one-sided subshifts. However, we can easily
extend such definitions to an arbitrary two-sided subshift X ⊂ Σn by letting X+ denote the set of right
rays that appear in points in X . Then X is equal to the natural extension X+− of X+.
We define the HB diagram D of a one or two-sided subshift X with natural extension X+− to be
the oriented graph whose vertices are the significant blocks of X+− and whose arrows are defined by
a−n...a0 → b−m...b0
if and only if a−n...a0b0 ∈ L(X+−) and
b−m...b0 = sig(a−n...a0b0).
(In Hofbauer’s construction of Markov diagrams the vertices are the follower sets, not the significant
blocks [2,11].)
Let D be the HB diagram of any one or two-sided subshift X . The following definitions from [2]
relate D to X+−.
Definition 3.5. Given an HB diagramD of a subshift X with vertex set VD (which may be infinite),
the corresponding Markov shift is the set of all bi-infinite paths that occur on D,
X(D) = {α ∈ V ZD | for all p ∈ Z αp → αp+1 on D} ⊂ (VD)Z,
together with the shift map σ.
Note that the alphabet VD may be infinite, and the HB diagram of an arbitrary subshift may not
have paths that continue infinitely in two directions.
We relate X(D) to X+− as follows.
Definition 3.6. Let pˆi denote the natural continuous projection defined by
pˆi : α ∈ X(D) 7→ a ∈ X+−
with an the last symbol of the block αn for all n ∈ Z.
Definition 3.7. Let X(D)+v denote the space of one-sided infinite paths starting at vertex v on D,
and let X(D)+ denote the space of one-sided infinite paths starting at a vertex v of length 1 on D.
Definition 3.8. Let pˆi+ denote the projection defined by
pˆi+ : α ∈ X(D)+ 7→ a ∈ X+
with an the last symbol of the block αn for all n ∈ N.
In case we want to project a finite path α0 → α1 → · · · → αn on D to a block in L(X+), we write
pˆi(α0...αn) = a0...an, where ai is the last letter of αi.
We state a few preliminary results that apply to any subshift.
Lemma 3.9. If a1...an is a signficant block of a subshift X, then a1...an−1 is also a significant block
of X.
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Proof. If a1...an is significant, then there exists a ray c0c1c2... ∈ fol(a2...an) such that c0c1c2... /∈
fol(a2...an). Thus, there does not exist c ∈ X+− with c−n+1...c0 = a1...an.
Consider a1...an−1. Certainly, c−1c0c1... ∈ fol(a2...an−1). Suppose on the contrary that c−1c0c1... ∈
fol(a1...an−1). Then there exists a b ∈ X+− with b−n+2...b0 = a1...an−1 and b0b1b2... = c−1c0c1....
However, b−n+2...b0b1 = a1...an and b1b2... = c0c1.... Relabeling, this implies that c0c1... ∈ fol(a1...an).
This is a contradiction.
Thus c−1c0c1... /∈ fol(a1...an−1) and a1...an−1 is a significant block of X . 
The following Proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.9.
Proposition 3.9.1. If there are infinitely many significant blocks of a subshift X, then for all n ∈ N
there exists a significant block of X of length n.
4. Markov diagrams for one-sided Sturmian systems
4.1. Basic properties of Sturmian sequences. We recall the definition and basic properties of
Sturmian sequences; see [9, Ch. 6] for details. A one or two-sided sequence u with values in a finite
alphabet is called Sturmian if it has complexity function (defined above) pu(n) = n + 1 for all n. If u
is Sturmian, then pu(1) = 2. This implies that Sturmian sequences are over a two-letter alphabet, so
we fix the alphabet A = {0, 1}. Given a one-sided Sturmian sequence u, we let X+u be the closure of
{σnu|n ∈ N}. Then (X+u , σ) is the Sturmian system associated with u.
Example 4.1. The Fibonacci substitution is defined by:
φ : 0 7→ 01
1 7→ 0.
The fixed point of the Fibonacci substitution, f = 0100101001001010010100100101..., is a Sturmian
sequence, and (X+f , σ) is the Sturmian system associated with f (see [17]).
An infinite sequence u is periodic (respectively eventually periodic) if there exists a positive integer
M such that for every n, un = un+M (respectively there exists m ∈ N such that for all |n| ≥ m,
un = un+M ). A set S of blocks is balanced if for any pair of blocks u, v of the same length in S,
||u|1 − |v|1| ≤ 1, where |u|1 is the number of occurrences of 1 in u and |v|1 is the number of occurrences
of 1 in v. It follows that if a sequence u is balanced and not eventually periodic then it is Sturmian.
This is a result of the fact that if u is aperiodic, then pu(n) ≥ n+ 1 for all n, and if u is balanced then
pu(n) ≤ n+1 for all n. In fact, it can be proved that a sequence u is balanced and aperiodic if and only
if it is Sturmian [17]. Furthermore, any shift of a Sturmian sequence is also Sturmian.
Sturmian sequences also have a natural association to lines with irrational slope. To see this, we
introduce the following definitions. Let α and β be real numbers with 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1. We define two
infinite sequences xα,β and x
′
α,β by
(xα,β)n = ⌊α(n+ 1) + β⌋ − ⌊αn+ β⌋
(x′α,β)n = ⌈α(n+ 1) + β⌉ − ⌈αn+ β⌉
for all n ≥ 0. The sequence xα,β is the lower mechanical sequence and x′α,β is the upper mechanical
sequence with slope α and intercept β. The use of the words slope and intercept in the above definitions
stems from the following graphical interpretation. The points with integer coordinates that sit just
below the line y = αx+ β are Fn = (n, ⌊αn+ β⌋). The straight line segment connecting two consecutive
points Fn and Fn+1 is horizontal if xα,β = 0 and diagonal if xα,β = 1. The lower mechanical sequence
is a coding of the line y = αx + β by assigning to each line segment connecting Fn and Fn+1 a 0 if the
segment is horizontal and a 1 if the segment is diagonal. Similarly, the points with integer coordinates
that sit just above this line are F ′n = (n, ⌈αn+β⌉). Again, we can code the line y = αx+β by assigning
to each line segment connecting F ′n and F
′
n+1 a 0 if the segment is horizontal and a 1 if the segment is
diagonal. This coding yields the upper mechanical sequence [17].
A mechanical sequence is rational if the line y = αx + β has rational slope and irrational if
y = αx + β has irrational slope. In [17] it is proved that a sequence u is Sturmian if and only if u is
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irrational mechanical. In the following example we construct a lower mechanical sequence with irrational
slope, thus producing a Sturmian sequence.
Example 4.2. Let α = 1/τ2, where τ = (1 +
√
5)/2 is the golden mean, and β = 0. The lower
mechanical sequence xα,β is constructed as follows:
(xα,β)0 =⌊1/τ2⌋ = 0
(xα,β)1 =⌊2/τ2⌋ − ⌊1/τ2⌋ = 0
(xα,β)2 =⌊3/τ2⌋ − ⌊2/τ2⌋ = 1
(xα,β)3 =⌊4/τ2⌋ − ⌊3/τ2⌋ = 0
(xα,β)4 =⌊5/τ2⌋ − ⌊4/τ2⌋ = 0
(xα,β)5 =⌊6/τ2⌋ − ⌊5/τ2⌋ = 1
...
Further calculation shows that xα,β = 0010010100... = 0f , and x
′
α,β = 1010010100... = 1f, hence the
fixed point f is a shift of the lower and upper mechanical sequences with slope 1/τ2 and intercept 0.
We now consider the language of a Sturmian sequence u. It is easy to show that while Sturmian
sequences are aperiodic, they are syndetically recurrent [9]. As a result, any block in Ln(u) appears
past the initial position and can thus be extended on the left. Since there are n+ 1 blocks of length n,
it must be that exactly one of them can be extended to the left in two ways. In a Sturmian sequence u,
the unique block of length n that can be extended to the left in two different ways is called a left special
block, and is denoted Ln(u). The sequence l(u) which has the Ln(u)’s as prefixes is called the left special
sequence or characteristic word of X+u [9,17]. Similarly, in a Sturmian sequence u, the unique block of
length n that can be extended to the right in two different ways is called a right special block, and is
denoted Rn(u). The block Rn(u) is precisely the reverse of Ln(u) [9].
4.2. The left special sequence. Since every Sturmian sequence u is irrational mechanical, there
is a line with irrational slope α associated to u. This α can be used to determine the left special sequence
of X+u .
Let (d1, d2, ..., dn, ...) be a sequence of integers with d1 ≥ 0 and dn > 0 for n > 1. We associate a
sequence (sn)n≥−1 of blocks to this sequence by
s−1 = 1, s0 = 0, sn = s
dn
n−1sn−2.
The sequence (sn)n≥−1 is a standard sequence, and (d1, d2, ..., dn, ...) is its directive sequence. We can
then determine the left special sequence of X+u with the following proposition stated in [17].
Proposition 4.2.1. Let α = [0, 1 + d1, d2, ....] be the continued fraction expansion of an irrational
α with 0 < α < 1, and let (sn) be the standard sequence associated to (d1, d2, ...). Then every sn, n ≥ 1,
is a prefix of l and
l = lim
n→∞
sn.
This is illustrated in the following two examples.
Example 4.3. Let α = 1/τ2, where τ = (1 +
√
5)/2 is the golden mean. The continued fraction
expansion of 1/τ2 is [0, 2, 1]. By the above proposition d1 = 1, d2 = 1,
d3 = 1, d4 = 1, .... The standard sequence associated to (d1, d2, ...) is constructed as follows:
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s1 =s
d1
0 s−1 = 01
s2 =s
d2
1 s0 = 010
s3 =s
d3
2 s1 = 01001
s4 =s
d4
3 s2 = 01001010
...
Continuing this process, the left special sequence of X+u , where u is a coding of a line with slope 1/τ
2, is
l = 010010100100101001...= f.
It follows that the left special sequence of X+f is f .
Example 4.4. Let α = pi/4. The continued fraction expansion of pi/4 is
[0, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1, 15, 2, 72, ...].
By Proposition 4.2.1 d1 = 0, d2 = 3, d3 = 1, d4 = 1, .... Then,
s1 =s
d1
0 s−1 = 1
s2 =s
d2
1 s0 = 1110
s3 =s
d3
2 s1 = 11101
s4 =s
d4
3 s2 = 111011110
...
Continuing this process, the left special sequence of X+u , where u is a coding of a line with slope pi/4, is
l = 11101111011101111011110....
4.3. Significant blocks of a one-sided Sturmian system. In order to construct the HB diagram
of a Sturmian system, it is necessary to identify the significant blocks of the system. We first note that
if X is any subshift of Σd, then 0, 1, ..., d − 1, and d are significant blocks provided 0, 1, ..., d − 1, and
d are all in L(X+−). Hence, 0 and 1 are significant blocks of any Sturmian system. Let (X+u , σ) be a
Sturmian system with l = l1l2l3... the left special sequence of u. In the next two propositions we prove
that given n ≥ 1, there are exactly two significant blocks of X˜u with length n.
The first proposition applies to any subshift of Σ2.
Proposition 4.4.1. Let X ⊂ Σ2 be a subshift. Suppose a−n+1a−n+2...a−1a0 is a block of length
n in L(X+−). If a−n+1a−n+2...a−1a0 is significant, then 0a−n+2...a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−1a0 are in
L(X+−).
Proof. Assume that the block a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 is significant. Suppose on the contrary that
0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 are not both in L(X+−). Without loss of generality, suppose
1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 /∈ L(X). So,
a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 = 0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0.
Let b0b1... ∈ fol(a−n+2a−n+3...a0). Then there exists b, a two-sided sequence in X+−, such that
b−n+2...b0 = a−n+2...a0. However, 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 /∈ L(X) implies that b−n+1 = 0. Then b is
such that b−n+1...b0 = a−n+1...a0 and so b0b1... ∈ fol(a−n+1a−n+3...a0). Thus fol(a−n+2a−n+3...a0) ⊆
fol(a−n+1a−n+2...a0). Since it is always the case that fol(a−n+1a−n+2...a0) ⊆ fol(a−n+2a−n+3...a0), this
implies
fol(a−n+1a−n+2...a0) = fol(a−n+2a−n+3...a0),
contradicting a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 being a significant block. 
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Before we state the second proposition, recall that since u is recurrent, every block is extendable to
the left. Hence, L(u) = L(X+u ) = L(X+−u ).
Proposition 4.4.2. Let u be a Sturmian sequence, with (X+u , σ) its associated Sturmian system.
Then for each n ≥ 2 there are exactly two significant blocks of X˜u of length n. The two significant blocks
of length n are 0Ln−1 = 0l1...ln−1 and 1Ln−1 = 1l1...ln−1.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4.1 we know that if the block a−n+1a−n+3...a−2a−1a0 is significant then
0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 are in L(X+−u ). Thus the only possible significant blocks of
length n are those blocks a−n+1...a−2a−1a0 such that a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 can be extended to the left in
two ways. That is, the possible significant blocks are a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 with
a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 = Ln−1.
Let Ln−1 = a−n+2...a0 and ν ∈ L(u). Since there is exactly one right special block of each length
n ∈ N, 0Ln−1ν and 1Ln−1ν cannot both be right special blocks. We first prove that 1Ln−1 is significant
by considering the following two cases.
Case 1: There exists ν ∈ L(u) such that 0Ln−1ν is right special. Then 1Ln−1ν is not right special.
This implies that 1Ln−1ν1 is not in L(u), since
||0Ln−1ν0|1 − |1Ln−1ν1|1| = 2,
which is not permitted as u is balanced. Thus there exists a ray a0ν1... in fol(Ln−1) that is not in
fol(1Ln−1). Hence, 1Ln−1 is significant.
Case 2: There does not exist ν ∈ L(u) such that 0Ln−1ν is right special. This implies that there
exists exactly one ray b1b2... that can follow 0Ln−1. We claim that because u is Sturmian such a case
cannot occur.
Let u = c0c1c2c3.... Since 0Ln−1 ∈ L(u), we know that 0Ln−1 appears in u infinitely many times.
Suppose 0Ln−1 appears for the first time starting at position cm+1. Letting 0Ln−1 = a−n+2...a0, we
have
u = c0c1c2c3...cm0Ln−1b1b2... = c0c1c2c3...cm0a−n+2...a0b1b2...
Furthermore, there exists r ∈ N such that 0Ln−1 appears again starting at br+1. As 0Ln−1 can be
followed only by b1b2..., this implies that
u = c0c1c2c3...cm0a−n+2...a0b1b2...br0a−n+2...a0b1b2...br0a−n+2...a0b1b2...br...
Letting B = 0a−n+2...a0b1b2...br, we have that
u = c0c1c2c3...cmBBBB....
Thus, u is eventually periodic. This, however, is a contradiction as Sturmian sequences are not eventually
periodic. Hence 1Ln−1 is a significant block of X
+−
u .
By the same argument, it can be shown that 0Ln−1 is also a significant block of X
+−
u . 
4.4. Construction of the diagram. Recall that the HB diagram of a one-sided Sturmian system
is defined to be an oriented graph whose vertices are the significant blocks of X˜u and whose arrows are
defined by
a−n...a0 → b−m...b0
if and only if a−n...a0b0 ∈ L(X˜u) and
b−m...b0 = sig(a−n...a0b0).
Having determined the significant blocks of X˜u, it remains only to determine the arrows. This will give
us a complete description of the HB diagram of an arbitrary one-sided Sturmian system.
Let l = l1l2l3... be the left special sequence ofX
+
u . We first consider the arrows leaving the significant
blocks of length 1.
Lemma 4.5. If l1 = 0, then 0→ 1, 0→ 00 and 1→ 10. If l1 = 1, then 1→ 0, 1→ 11 and 0→ 01.
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Proof. Suppose l1 = 0. By definition
0→ b−m...b0
if and only if 0b0 ∈ L(X˜u) and
b−m...b0 = sig(0b0).
As b0 ∈ {0, 1}, we consider sig(00) and sig(01). Proposition 4.4.2 implies that the significant blocks of
length two are 00 and 10, since l1 = 0. Thus sig(00) = 00 and sig(01) = 1. Hence, 0 → 1 and 0 → 00.
Additionally, consider sig(1b0). Since 0 is the unique right special block of length one, the balance
property implies that 11 /∈ L(X˜u). Thus there is exactly one arrow leaving the block 1, 1 → sig(10),
where sig(10) = 10 by Proposition 4.4.2.
Similarly, if l1 = 1 we consider sig(10) and sig(11). In this case, Proposition 4.4.2 implies that the
significant blocks of length two are 10 and 11. Thus sig(10) = 0 and sig(11) = 11 and 1→ 0 and 1→ 11.
Furthermore, the only arrow leaving 0 is given by 0→ sig(01), where sig(01) = 01 by Proposition 4.4.2.

Now consider an arbitrary significant block xl1l2...ln−1, where x is either 0 or 1. Again,
xl1l2...ln−1 → b−m...b0
if and only if xl1l2...ln−1b0 ∈ L(X˜u) and
b−m...b0 = sig(xl1l2...ln−1b0).
We consider what may follow xl1l2...ln−1. There can be at most two arrows out of xl1l2...ln−1, as
b0 ∈ {0, 1}. It is always the case that xl1l2...ln−1ln ∈ L(X˜u). Letting b0 = ln, we get
xl1l2...ln−1 → b−m...b−1ln
if and only if
b−m...b−1ln = sig(xl1l2...ln−1ln).
However, xl1l2...ln−1ln is significant; thus it must be that b−m...b0 = xl1l2...ln−1ln. Hence, we are
guaranteed the arrow
xl1l2...ln−1 → xl1l2...ln.
This is stated below.
Lemma 4.6. Let xLn−1 = xl1l2...ln−1, n > 1, x ∈ {0, 1}, be a significant block of X˜u. Then
xl1l2...ln−1 → xl1l2...ln.
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that the left special sequence of X+u is seen in the diagram by reading off the
last symbol in the paths 0l1 → 0l1l2 → 0l1l2l3 → · · · and 1l1 → 1l1l2 → 1l1l2l3 → · · · .
Now suppose xl1l2...ln−1y ∈ L(X˜u) and y 6= ln. This occurs if and only if xl1l2...ln−1 is a right
special block. Since Rn(u) is the reverse of Ln(u) = l1l2...ln, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let xl1l2...ln−1 be a significant block of X˜u. In the HB diagram of X
+
u , two arrows
leave xl1l2...ln−1 if and only if xl1l2...ln−1 is a right special block, equivalently if and only if xl1l2...ln−1 =
lnln−1...l2l1.
Suppose xl1l2...ln−1 is a right special significant block, where n > 1. Let wl1...lm−1, 1 ≤ m < n be
the previous right special significant block of X˜u. In other words, there is no right special significant
block of length greater than m and less than n. By definition xl1l2...ln−1 = lnln−1...l2l1 and wl1...lm−1 =
lmlm−1...l2l1. We claim the following.
Lemma 4.8. Let xl1l2...ln−1 and wl1...lm−1 be consecutive right special significant blocks as described
and suppose y 6= ln. Then
sig(xl1l2...ln−1y) = sig(wl1...lm−1y).
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Proof. Since y 6= ln it follows that sig(xl1l2...ln−1y) 6= xl1l2...ln−1y. Suppose to the contrary that
sig(xl1l2...ln−1y) = sig(lnln−1...l2l1y) = lm+i...lmlm−1...l2l1y,
for some i ≥ 1 with m+ i < n.
Then lm+i...lmlm−1...l2l1y = zl1...lm+i for some z ∈ {0, 1}, since lm+i...lmlm−1...l2l1y is significant.
However, this implies that
lm+i...lmlm−1...l2l1 = zl1...lm+i−1
is right special. This is a contradiction, since lm+i...lmlm−1...l2l1 is a right special block of length m+ i,
with m < m+i < n, and wl1...lm−1 = lmlm−1...l2l1 is the previous right special significant block. Hence,
sig(xl1l2...ln−1y) = sig(wl1...lm−1y).

We use the following lemma to determine the remaining arrows.
Lemma 4.9. Let xl1l2...ln−1 and wl1l2...lm−1, 1 ≤ m < n be consecutive right special significant
blocks as described and suppose y 6= ln. If x 6= w, then
xl1l2...ln−1 → wl1l2...lm−1lm.
If x = w then,
xl1l2...ln−1 → sig(wl1l2...lm−1y).
Proof. Suppose x 6= w.
We know that xl1l2...ln−1 = lnln−1...l2l1 and wl1...lm−1 = lmlm−1...l2l1, so x 6= w implies that
ln 6= lm. Additionally, y 6= ln implies y = lm. By Lemma 4.8,
sig(xl1l2...ln−1y) = sig(wl1...lm−1y) = sig(lmlm−1...l2l1lm).
By Proposition 4.4.2
sig(wl1...lm−1lm) = wl1...lm−1lm.
This gives us the arrow
xl1l2...ln−1 → wl1...lm−1lm.
Now suppose x = w. If x = w then ln = lm, and thus y 6= lm. Therefore
xl1l2...ln−1 → sig(wl1...lm−1y).
That is, there is an arrow leaving xl1l2...ln−1 that points to the same significant block as one of the
arrows leaving wLm−1. 
We summarize the construction of the HB diagram of an arbitrary one-sided Sturmian system in
the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. Let X+u be a one-sided Sturmian system, with l = l1l2l3... the left special sequence
of u, and Ln = l1 . . . ln for each n ≥ 1. The HB diagram of X+u is the directed graph with vertices 0, 1,
0Ln, and 1Ln, n ≥ 1, and whose arrows are defined by
(a) 0→ 1, 0→ 00, and 1→ 10 if l1 = 0, and 1→ 0, 1→ 11, and 0→ 01 if l1 = 1,
(b) 0Ln → 0Ln+1, 1Ln → 1Ln+1,
(c) If xLn and wLm, n ≥ m, are consecutive right special blocks
(i) xLn → wLm+1 if x 6= w
(ii) xLn → sig(wLmy), y 6= lm+1, if x = w.
We describe the construction of the HB diagrams of two Sturmian systems. Recall from Example
4.1 that the Fibonacci Sturmian system is (X+f , σ), where
f = 0100101001001010010100.... In Example 4.3 it is shown that the left special sequence of X+f is f .
By Proposition 4.4.2, the significant blocks of X˜f are
0, 1, 00, 10, 001, 101, 0010, 1010, 00100, 10100, ....
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0 00 001 0010 00100 001001 0010010 00100101 001001010 0010010100 00100101001 001001010010 . . .
1 10 101 1010 10100 101001 1010010 10100101 101001010 1010010100 10100101001 101001010010 . . .
Figure 1. The HB diagram of Xf .
Furthermore, the first few right special significant blocks are 0, 10, 0010, and 1010010. Following Theorem
4.10, we construct a portion of the HB diagram of X+f , as depicted in Figure 1.
Next consider the sequence u, where u is the upper or lower mechanical sequence with slope α = pi/4
and intercept β, β ≤ 1. Let (X+u , σ) be the Sturmian system associated with the sequence u. Earlier we
found that the left special sequence of X+u is
l = 11101111011101111011110....
Applying Proposition 4.4.2, the significant blocks of X˜u are
0, 1, 01, 11, 011, 111, 0111, 1111, 01110, 11110, ...,
and the first few right special significant blocks are 1, 11, 111, 0111 and 11110111. Following Theorem
4.10, we begin construction of the HB diagram of X+u , as depicted in Figure 2.
0 01 011 0111 01110 011101 0111011 01110111 011101111 0111011110 01110111101 011101111011 . . .
1 11 111 1111 11110 111101 1111011 11110111 111101111 1111011110 11110111101 111101111011 . . .
Figure 2. The HB diagram of X+u where u is the upper or lower mechanical sequence
with slope α = pi/4.
5. General properties of HB diagrams
We consider next what HB diagrams can tell us about their associated systems. We first consider
the properties of the HB diagram that hold for any subshift.
Let X+ be a one-sided subshift with natural extension X+− as previously defined.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose ckck−1...c1c0 is a block in L(X+−). Then
sig(sig(ckck−1...c1)c0) = sig(ckck−1...c1c0).
Proof. Let |sig(ckck−1...c1)| denote the length of sig(ckck−1...c1). Then
|sig(sig(ckck−1...c1)c0)| ≤ |sig(ckck−1...c1c0)|,
since |sig(ckck−1...c1)| ≤ |ckck−1...c1|.
Suppose on the contrary that
|sig(sig(ckck−1...c1)c0)| < |sig(ckck−1...c1c0)|.
Furthermore, suppose sig(ckck−1...c1) = cj ...c1, where 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Then
sig(sig(ckck−1...c1)c0) = sig(cj ...c1c0) = cm...c1c0
with 0 ≤ m ≤ j, and
sig(ckck−1...c1c0) = cr...c1c0
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with m < r ≤ k.
Since cr...c1c0 is significant, we know that fol(cr...c1c0) ( fol(cr−1...c1c0). Thus there exists a one-
sided ray b0b1b2... in fol(cr−1...c1c0) that is not in fol(cr...c1c0). Furthermore, b0b1b2... is such that there
exists a two-sided ray b in the natural extension of X+, with b−r+1...b0 = cr−1...c0. However, this implies
that b−1b0b1... is a one-sided ray in fol(cr−1...c1) that is not in fol(cr...c1). Hence, cr...c1 is significant.
It follows that r ≤ j. If not sig(ckck−1...c1) = cr...c1. However, we have assumed r > m. This
contradicts sig(cj ...c1c0) = cm...c1c0, since cr...c1c0 is a longer significant block than cm...c1c0 that is
also a suffix of cj ...c1c0. Thus,
|sig(sig(ckck−1...c1)c0)| = |sig(ckck−1...c1c0)|,
and so
sig(sig(ckck−1...c1)c0) = sig(ckck−1...c1c0).

The following corollary, which is stated as an exercise in [2], follows from Lemma 5.1 by induction.
Corollary 5.2. Let α0 → α1 → · · · → αn be a finite path on a HB diagram D. Suppose α0 =
b−k...b0 and let ai be the last letter of αi. Then for all n ∈ N
αn = sig(b−k...b0a1a2...an).
Shifting our attention to the paths on D, we define the length of a path to be the number of vertices
in the path. From Corollary 5.2 we get the following result.
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a subshift with HB diagram D. If α0 → α1 → · · · → αn−1 and β0 →
β1 → · · ·βn−1 are two paths of length n on D with α0 and β0 blocks of length 1, then pˆi(α0α1...αn−1) =
pˆi(β0β1...βn−1) if and only if αi = βi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Proof. Let ai and bi be the last letters of αi and βi respectively.
Suppose pˆi(α0α1...αn−1) = pˆi(β0β1...βn−1). By Corollary 5.2,
αi = sig(α0a1...ai) = sig(a0a1...ai)
and
βi = sig(β0b1...bi) = sig(b0b1...bi).
Furthermore, a0a1...ai = pˆi(α0α1...αi) and b0b1...bi = pˆi(β0β1...βi). As pˆi(α0α1...αi) and pˆi(β0β1...βi) are
prefixes of pˆi(α0α1...αn−1) and pˆi(β0β1...βn−1) respectively, it follows that
pˆi(α0α1...αi) = pˆi(β0β1...βi).
Hence,
αi = βi = sig(pˆi(α0α1...αi)) = sig(pˆi(β0β1...βi)).
Now suppose αi = βi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Then ai = bi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Thus
a0...an−1 = b0...bn−1. By definition, pˆi(α0α1...αn−1) = a0...an−1 and pˆi(β0β1...βn−1) = b0...bn−1. Hence
pˆi(α0α1...αn−1) = pˆi(β0β1...βn−1). 
It follows from Theorem 5.3 that on the HB diagram D of a subshift X each distinct path of length n
starting at a block of length one projects to a distinct block of length n in L(X).
Now suppose B is a block in L(X). We ask, does there exist a path on D starting with a block of
length one that projects to the block B? In general, this is not the case.
Example 5.4. Let u = 10¯ and consider the system (X+, σ) where X+ is the orbit closure of
{σnu|n ∈ N}. We claim that 1 /∈ L(X+−). For 1 to be in L(X+−), 1 must appear in a two-sided
sequence b such that bpbp+1... ∈ X+ for all p ∈ Z. Suppose
b = ...b−n−21b−n...b−2b−1b0b1b1....
Then b−n−2 cannot equal 0 since 01 /∈ L(X+), and b−n−2 cannot equal 1 since 11 /∈ L(X+). Thus, 1
does not appear in any two-sided sequence b with the property that bpbp+1... ∈ X+ for all p ∈ Z. Hence,
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1 /∈ L(X+−). This implies that 1 is not a vertex in the HB diagram D for X+. As a result, there is no
path on D starting with a block of length one that projects to any block in L(X+) that begins with a 1.
In this example, we see that the relationship between L(X) and L(X+−) is closely related to the
paths that appear on D. If X is a two-sided subshift, obviously X+− = X and L(X) = L(X+−). In
contrast, if X+ is a one-sided subshift it is not as easy to determine whether L(X+) = L(X+−). Recall
that,
X+− = {x ∈ AZ| for all p ∈ Z, xpxp+1... ∈ X+}.
Hence, L(X+−) ⊂ L(X+). We provide a construction of X+− and thus a necessary and sufficient
condition on X+ such that L(X+) = L(X+−).
Let a(n) = a
(n)
0 a
(n)
1 a
(n)
2 a
(n)
3 ... be points in X
+. We construct a sequence (xn(a
(n))) of two-sided
sequences as follows. Let b(n) = 0∞.a(n) and set xn(a
(n)) = σnb(n).
Proposition 5.4.1. Let X+ and (xn(a
(n))) be as described above. Then X+− is the set of limit
points of all (xn(a
(n))), a(n) ∈ X+ for all n ≥ 0.
Proof. By compactness, the sequence (xn(a
(n))) has a limit point x. That is, there exists a
subsequence (xnk(a
(nk))) of (xn(a
(n))) that converges to x. We claim that any such limit point is in
X+−. Suppose on the contrary that x /∈ X+−. Then there exists p ∈ Z such that xpxp+1xp+2... /∈ X+.
This, however, is impossible since the initial blocks of any right ray in x can be found as the initial blocks
of a point in X+ by construction. Hence, xpxp+1xp+2... is in the closure of X
+ and thus is in X+.
Conversely, let b = ...b−3b−2b−1.b0b1b2b3... be an arbitrary bisequence in X
+−. We show that b is a
limit point of a subsequence of (xn(a
(n))), for some a(n) ∈ X+. Let
a(n) = piX+(σ
−nb), where piX+ is as defined earlier. That is
a(1) = piX+(σ
−1b) = b−1b0b1...
a(2) = piX+(σ
−2b) = b−2b−1b0...
...
a(n) = piX+(σ
−nb) = b−nb−n+1b−n+2....
It follows that,
b = lim
n→∞
xn(a
(n)).
Thus any point in X+− is a limit point of a subsequence of (xn(a
(n))). 
Corollary 5.5. L(X+) = L(X+−) if and only if for every block B in L(X+) and for all n ≥ 0
there exists a(n) ∈ X+ such that B appears in a(n) starting at position n.
Proof. Suppose that B ∈ L(X+) and for all n ≥ 0 there exists a(n) = a(n)0 a(n)1 a(n)2 ... ∈ X+ such
that B appears in a(n) starting at position n. Construct the sequence (xn(a
(n)) as defined previously.
For all n ≥ 0,
xn(a
(n)) = 0∞a
(n)
0 ...a
(n)
n−1.Ba
(n)
|B|+n....
Let x be any limit point of the sequence (xn(a
(n))). Then x ∈ X+− by Proposition 5.4.1 and x =
...x−1x0.Bx|B|.... That is, B appears in x starting at position 0. Hence B ∈ L(X+−).
Now assume L(X+) = L(X+−) and B ∈ L(X+) and n ≥ 0 are given. Since B ∈ L(X+−), B appears
in some x ∈ X+−. Futhermore, there exists m ∈ Z such that σmx has B appearing in position n. By
definition, the ray piX+(σ
mx) is in X+. Setting a(n) = piX+(σ
mx), we have the desired result. 
The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.5.
Corollary 5.6. L(X+) = L(X+−) if and only if every block in L(X+) is left extendable. In
particular, if X+ is minimal, then L(X+) = L(X+−).
We now focus our attention on subshifts X such that L(X) = L(X+−).
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Theorem 5.7. Let X be a one or two-sided subshift with L(X) = L(X+−). Let
w = w0w1...wn be a block in L(X). Then there exists a unique path α0 → α1 → · · · → αn in the HB
diagram of X with α0 = w0 and pˆi(α0α1...αn) = w.
Proof. Let w = w0w1...wn be a block in L(X). Since w0...wi appears in w for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, it follows
that w0...wi ∈ L(X) = L(X+−) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Set αi = sig(w0w1...wi). By definition sig(w0w1...wi)
is a significant block in X+− that ends with the letter wi. It follows that if α0 → α1 → · · · → αn is a
path on D then pˆi(α0α1...αn) = w0w1...wn.
It remains to show that for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 there exist arrows from αi → αi+1 in the HB diagram of
X. By definition αi → αi+1 if and only if αi+1 = sig(αiwi+1). Since αi = sig(w0w1...wi), it suffices to
show that αi+1 = sig(sig(w0w1...wi)wi+1). Lemma 5.2 implies that
sig(sig(w0w1...wi)wi+1) = sig(w0w1...wiwi+1),
where
sig(w0w1...wiwi+1) = αi+1.
Thus, the desired path exists. Furthermore, this path is unique by Theorem 5.3. 
While it is not true in general, here we have shown that if B is a block in L(X) then there exists a
path on D starting with a block of length one that projects to the block B, provided L(X) = L(X+−). It
immediately follows that if X is a subshift with L(X) = L(X+−), then for any point x in the one-sided
subshift X+ there exists a unique path α in the HB diagram of X starting with a block of length one
such that pˆi+(α) = x. Furthermore, from Theorems 5.3 and 5.7 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.8. Let X be a one or two-sided subshift with L(X) = L(X+−) and let pX be the
complexity function of X. Then the number of distinct paths of length n that occur on D, the HB
diagram of X, that begin with a block of length one is equal to pX(n).
We provide an alternate statement and proof of Corollary 5.8 that is specific to Sturmian systems.
Theorem 5.9. Let (X+u , σ) be a Sturmian system. In the HB diagram of X
+
u , for n ≥ 1 there are
pu(n) = n+ 1 paths of length n starting from either the vertex labeled 0 or the vertex labeled 1.
Proof. We denote the number of paths of length n by Pn. Let n = 1. As any path can begin with
0 or 1, P1 = 2. Next let n = 2. If 0 is right special, the paths of length two are 0 → 00, 0 → 1, and
1 → 10. If 1 is right special, the paths of length two are 1 → 11, 1 → 0, and 0 → 01. In either case,
P2 = 3.
We proceed by induction. Fix n ≥ 2 and assume Pn−1 = pu(n − 1). Then Pn−1 = n. We wish to
show that Pn = n+ 1. Consider the n distinct paths of length n− 1. Because each of these paths can
be continued, there are at least n paths of length n. Suppose there are n + 2 paths of length n. From
Theorem 5.3, each distinct path of length n starting with either 0 or 1 yields a distinct block of length
n by reading off the last symbol of every vertex encountered. Then, that there are n+2 paths of length
n implies that there are n+ 2 distinct blocks of length n in L(X+u ). This contradicts pu(n) = n+ 1, so
n ≤ Pn < n+ 2.
To prove that Pn = n+ 1, we show that exactly one of the paths of length n− 1 can be continued
in two ways. Consider the n paths of length n − 1 with initial vertex 0 or 1. Each of these paths
projects to a distinct block of length n − 1, hence there is a path corresponding to every block in
Ln(u). It follows that exactly one of these blocks is right special. Call this block w = ln−1ln−2...l1,
where l = l1l2l3... is the left special sequence of u. Let α0 → · · · → αn−2 be the path that projects
to w. That is w = pˆi(α0...αn−2) = ln−1ln−2...l1. By Corollary 5.2, αn−2 = sig(ln−1ln−2...l0). However,
sig(ln−1ln−2...l0) = lmlm−1...l0, 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. Thus αn−2 is a right special significant block. This
implies that the path α0 → · · · → αn−2 can be continued in two ways. Thus, there are exactly n + 1
paths of length n, as desired. 
In this proof, we not only show that there are pu(n) paths of length n with initial vertex 0 or 1, but we
identify the path of length n that extends in two ways.
It follows from Corollary 5.8 that given a subshift X with the property that L(X) = L(X+−), we
can recover the complexity function for X by counting paths in the HB diagram of X . In Section 6 we
construct the HB diagram of the Morse minimal subshift (see Figure 3). The complexity function of the
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Morse minimal subshift is given by (see [9, Ch. 5]) pω(1) = 2, pω(2) = 4 and for n ≥ 3 if n = 2r + q+1,
r ≥ 0, 0 < q ≤ 2r, then
pω(n) =
{
6(2r−1) + 4q if 0 < q ≤ 2r−1
8(2r−1) + 2q if 2r−1 < q ≤ 2r.
It is apparent in examining the portion of the HB diagram of the Morse minimal subshift shown in
Figure 3 that the number of paths with initial vertex 0 or 1 is equal to pω(n) for n ≤ 8.
Let X be any subshift and D its HB diagram. Recall that X(D) is the set of all bi-infinite paths
that occur on D.
Definition 5.10. A sequence a ∈ X+− is eventually Markov at time p ∈ Z if there exists N =
N(x, p) such that for all n ≥ N
fol(ap−n...ap) = fol(ap−N ...ap).
The eventually Markov part X+−M ⊂ X+− is the set of a ∈ X+− which are eventually Markov at all
times p ∈ Z.
The following theorem, due to Hofbauer and Buzzi, shows that pˆi : X(D)→ X+−M is an isomorphism
[1,2,11].
Theorem 5.11. The natural projection pˆi from the Hofbauer shift X(D) to the subshift X+− defined
by
pˆi : α ∈ X(D) 7→ a ∈ X+−
with an the last symbol of the block αn for all n ∈ Z is well defined and is a Borel isomorphism from
X(D) to X+−M .
Hence, one could say that X(D) is “partially isomorphic” to X+−.
It is apparent that the HB diagram of a Sturmian system X+u does not contain any bi-infinite paths,
thus X(D)u is the empty set. This may seem alarming, but it turns out that the eventually Markov
part of X+−u is also empty. In fact, we show that if the natural extension of a subshift is infinite and
minimal, then the eventually Markov part of the natural extension is empty. Thus, it will follow that if
X+ is minimal the isomorphism in Theorem 5.11 is between two copies of the empty set. Nevertheless,
Theorem 5.7 gives an isomorphism between X(D)+ (paths in the HB diagram that start with blocks of
length one, see Definition 3.7) and X+.
Proposition 5.11.1. If X+ is a subshift such that X+− is infinite and minimal, then the eventually
Markov part of X+− is empty.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists x ∈ X+− that is eventually Markov at time
p ∈ Z. Then there exists N = N(x, p) such that for all n ≥ N ,
fol(xp−n...xp) = fol(xp−N ...xp).
Let B = xp−N ...xp. Since x is left recurrent there exists n > 2N + 1 such that xp−n...xp−n+N = B. Let
A = xp−n+N+1...xp−N−1.
By the definition of X+−, xp−nxp−n+1... = BABxp+1xp+2... ∈ X+. Thus there exists a ray r1 in
fol(B) that has xp−n+NAB = xpAB as a prefix. Since
fol(B) = fol(xp−N ...xp) = fol(xp−n...xp) = fol(BAB),
it follows that r1 ∈ fol(BAB). This implies that there exists an a(1) ∈ X+ with prefix BABAB.
Since a(1) ∈ X+, there exists a ray r2 in fol(B) that has apABAB as a prefix. Then fol(B) =
fol(BAB) implies that r2 ∈ fol(BAB). Hence there exists a(2) ∈ X+ with prefix BABABAB. Continu-
ing in this manner, we construct a sequence (a(n)) ⊂ X+ with
lim
n→∞
(a(n)) = BABABABABA....
Let b(n) = 0∞.a(n) and xn(a
(n)) = σnb(n) as in Proposition 5.4.1. Then any limit point y of (xn(a
(n))) is
a periodic bisequence in X+−. This is a contradiction, since X+− does not contain any periodic points.
Thus x is not eventually Markov at any time p ∈ Z and X+−M , the eventually Markov part of X+−, is
empty. 
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As previously discussed, a Sturmian sequence u is syndetically recurrent and is not periodic. Since
X+u is the orbit closure of the almost periodic sequence u it follows that X
+
u is minimal. Furthermore,
since u is not periodic, X+u is infinite. However, a priori, we don’t know that X
+−
u is minimal.
Proposition 5.11.2. If X+ is minimal, then the natural extension X+− of X+ is minimal. In
fact, for any x ∈ X+− both the forward orbit O+(x) = {σnx|n ≥ 0} and the backward orbit O−(x) =
{σ−nx|n ≥ 0} are dense in X+−.
Proof. Since X+ is minimal, every block B ∈ L(X+) appears with bounded gap in each a ∈ X+.
By Corollary 5.6, L(X+) = L(X+−). Therefore each block B ∈ L(X+−) appears in each long-enough
block in L(X+−). Hence for all x ∈ X+−, the block B appears with bounded gap to the left and the
right in x. Thus O+(x) and O−(x) are dense in X+−. 
Remark 5.12. Since any infinite minimal subshift contains no periodic points, it follows from
Proposition 5.11.2 that if X+ is both minimal and infinite, then X+− is minimal and infinite.
6. The Morse minimal subshift
To describe the construction of the HB diagram of one particular substitution system, the Morse
minimal subshift, we have to recall some well-known properties of the Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence,
ω = .ω0ω1ω2... = .0110100110010110....
For the sake of simplicity, we shall refer to this sequence as the Morse sequence. The one-sided subshift
associated with ω is the Morse minimal subshift. It is defined by the pair (X+ω , σ), where X
+
ω is the
closure of {σnω|n ∈ N}.
This sequence has many interesting properties. Axel Thue, concerned with constructing bi-infinite
sequences on two symbols with controlled repetitions, constructed the two-sided Morse sequence
M = ...0110100110010110.0110100110010110...,
which he defined as having the property that the sequence contains no blocks of the form BBb where B
is a block and b is the first letter of B [5,7]. Thue’s results were published in 1912. In 1917, Marston
Morse, not knowing of Thue’s results, constructed the Morse sequence in his dissertation. In [18] Morse
and Hedlund proved that every element in the Morse minimal set, the closure of {σn(M)|n ∈ Z}, has the
no BBb property. It was later shown by Gottshalk and Hedlund that the elements of the Morse minimal
set are the only bi-infinite sequences with the no BBb property [10]. While the Gottshalk and Hedlund
result does not carry over to the one-sided Morse sequence [7], it is still the case that the one-sided
Morse sequence ω has the no BBb property.
The Morse sequence is also generated by iterating a substitution. Following Chapter 5 of [9], we
recall how this is done and how the construction allows us to deduce important properties of the sequence.
Let ζ be the substitution map defined by ζ(0) = 01 and ζ(1) = 10. The Morse sequence is the infinite
sequence which begins with ζn(0) for every n ∈ N. It follows from this construction that the Morse
sequence is syndetically recurrent and neither periodic nor eventually periodic.
6.1. Recognizability of the Morse substitution. Since the Morse sequence arises from a sub-
stitution map, it is natural to consider how to “decompose” or “desubstitute” a block that occurs in
L(X+ω ). The notion of recognizability deals with this problem [22].
Definition 6.1. A substitution γ over the alphabet A is primitive if there exists k ∈ N such that
for all a, b ∈ A the letter a occurs in γk(b).
In the context of recognizability we consider only primitive substitutions. Note that the Morse substi-
tution ζ is primitive since 0 and 1 both appear in ζ(0) and ζ(1).
Let u = u0u1... be any fixed point of an aribitrary primitive substitution γ.
Definition 6.2. For every k ≥ 1, Ek = {0} ∪ {|γk(u0u1...up−1)| | p > 0} is the set of cutting bars
of order k.
Definition 6.3. The substitution γ is said to be recognizable if there exists an integer K > 0 such
that
n ∈ E1 and unun+1...un+K = umum+1...um+K implies m ∈ E1.
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The smallest integer K satisfying this is the recognizability index of γ.
In other words, a substitution is recognizable if it is possible to determine if um is the first letter of
a substituted block by examining the K terms that follow it. The Morse substitution ζ is recognizable
with recognizability index 3. This means that it is possible to determine if 0 (or 1) is the first letter of
ζ(0) (or ζ(1)) by examining the three letters which follow it.
Note that this definition of recognizability does not satisfactorily guarantee desubstitution in the
general setting. Even very simple primitive, aperiodic substitutions may fail to have the recognizability
property. For example, the substitution γ on the alphabet {0, 1} defined by γ(0) = 010 and γ(1) = 10 fails
to be recognizable. Brigitte Mosse´ introduces another notion of recognizability, bilateral recognizability,
in [19].
Definition 6.4. A substitution γ is said to be bilaterally recognizable if there exists an integer L > 0
such that
n ∈ E1 and un−L...un+L = um−L...um+L implies m ∈ E1.
One advantage of Mosse´’s definition is that every primitive aperiodic substitution is bilaterally recogniz-
able. Furthermore, if u is a fixed point of a primitive aperiodic substitution γ and X+u = cl{σku|k ∈ N}
(cl denotes closure), then any block in L(X+u ) can be “desubstituted” up to some prefix and some suffix
at the ends of the block [9,19,22]. Since the Morse substitution is recognizable, we do not rely on bilat-
eral recognizability. However, the consequences of bilateral recognizability could be useful in extending
the results for the Morse minimal subshift to general substitution systems.
We now consider the decomposition of blocks appearing in the fixed point of a substitution. Let
b = ui...ui+|w|−1 be a block appearing in u. Since γ(u) = u there exists an index j, a length l, a suffix
S of γ(uj) and a prefix P of γ(uj+l+1) such that
b = Sγ(uj + 1)...γ(uj+l)P.
Definition 6.5. Let b be as above. The 1-cutting at the index i of b is
S † γ(uj+1) † ... † γ(uj+l) † P ,
and we say that b comes from the block uj...uj+l+1. The block uj ...uj+l+1 is the ancestor block of b [9].
Note that S and P are not necessarily proper suffixes and prefixes, respectively. Furthermore, the
1-cutting yields a string on an enlarged alphabet. For the Morse sequence this alphabet is {0, 1, †}.
To illustrate this, consider the block ω4...ω9 = 1001100 appearing in the Morse sequence. Let
S = 10 = ζ(ω2), and P = 0, the one letter prefix of ζ(ω5). Then
1001100 = 10 † 01 † 10 † 0 = 10 † ζ(ω3) † ζ(ω4) † 0,
and has ω2...ω5 = 1010 as an ancestor block.
In this example, it is apparent that the 1-cutting of the block 1001100 partitions the block into a
concatenation of the subblocks 10 and 01 with daggers in between. We define the 1-blocks of the Morse
sequence to be the blocks 01 and 10. By partitioning a block into its 1-blocks, it is possible to determine
its ancestor block. The following lemma, found in [9], is a result of the recognizability of the Morse
sequence.
Lemma 6.6. In the Morse sequence, every block of length at least five has a unique 1-cutting, or
decomposition into 1-blocks, possibly beginning with the last letter of a 1-block and possibly ending with
the first letter of a 1-block.
Remark 6.7. If a block has a unique 1-cutting, then the block has a unique ancestor block. The
only blocks of length less than five appearing in the Morse sequence which do not have a unique partition
into 1-blocks are 010, 101, 0101, and 1010, each of which has two possible ancestor blocks. Furthermore,
a block has a unique 1-cutting if and only if that block has either 00 or 11 as a subblock.
We denote the dual of a letter a ∈ {0, 1} by a. If a = 0 then a = 1 and vice versa. Note that each
1-block consists of a pair of dual letters.
Lemma 6.8. Let a−na−n+1a−n+2...a0 be a block of length n in L(X+ω ) that has a unique 1-cutting.
If the unique 1-cutting has a dagger immediately to the right of a−n+1, then a−n = a−n+1. That is, a−n
is uniquely determined by a−n+1.
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Proof. Since a−n+1a−n+2...a0 has a unique decomposition into 1-blocks, a−n+1a−n+2...a0 has 00
or 11 as a subblock. Without loss of generality, suppose 00 is a subblock of a−n+1a−n+2...a0. Since 00
is not a 1-block, it follows that in the 1-cutting of a−n+1a−n+2...a0 there is a dagger in the middle of
00. Furthermore, since there is a dagger immediately to the right of a−n+1, it follows that there exists
k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2, such that a−n−1+2ka−n+2k = 00.
Now consider a−na−n+1...a0 ∈ L(X+ω ). Since 00 is a subblock of a−na−n+1...a0, there exists a unique
1-cutting of a−na−n+1a−n+2...a0. Additionally, there must be a dagger in between 00 = a−n−1+2ka−n+2k
in the unique 1-cutting. Thus there is a dagger between a−n−1+2ia−n+2i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n/2. Letting
i = 1, this implies that there is a dagger between a−n+1a−n+2. Hence, a−na−n+1 must be a 1-block and
a−n = a−n+1. 
6.2. Significant blocks of the Morse minimal subshift. Using the properties of the Morse
sequence detailed above, we determine the significant blocks of the Morse minimal subshift. Note that
it follows from the minimality of the Morse sequence that L(X+ω ) = L(X+−ω ).
Proposition 6.8.1. Let a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 be a block of length n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, in L(X+ω ). Then
a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 is significant if and only if 0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 are in
L(X+ω ).
Proof. One direction is proved in Lemma 4.4.1.
We first prove the converse for 01,10, 010, 101, 0101, and 1010. By examining the sequence ω it is ap-
parent that each of these blocks satisfies the hypothesis that 0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0
are in L(X+ω ). To prove that each block is significant we construct a ray for each block that is in
fol(a−n+2...a−2a−1a0), but not in fol(a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0).
Consider 010. Since the Morse sequence contains no blocks of the form BBb, 01010 /∈ L(X+ω ).
However, 1010 ∈ L(X+ω ). Thus the ray ω3ω4ω5... = 0100110... is in fol(10) but not fol(010). Hence 010
is significant. Similarly, it can be shown that
ω2ω3ω4... = 101001... ∈ fol(1) but 101001... /∈ fol(01),
ω10ω11ω12... = 010110... ∈ fol(0) but 010110... /∈ fol(10),
ω11ω12ω13... = 101101... ∈ fol(01) but 101101... /∈ fol(101),
ω4ω5ω6... = 100110... ∈ fol(101) but 100110... /∈ fol(0101),
ω12ω13ω14... = 011010... ∈ fol(010) but 011010... /∈ fol(1010).
Therefore, 01, 10, 101, 0101, and 1010 are all significant.
We now prove the converse for the remaining blocks a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 satisfying the prop-
erty that 0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 are in L(X+ω ). To prove that each of these blocks is
significant, we explicitly construct a ray that is in the follower set of a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 but not in the fol-
lower set of a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0. This is done by repeatedly desubstituting a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0
and choosing a ray based on the ancestor block of a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0.
It follows from Lemma 6.6 and Remark 6.7 that each of the remaining blocks has a unique 1-block
decomposition. If n > 3, then partition a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 into 1-blocks. Lemma 6.8 implies that if
the unique partition of a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 has a dagger directly after a−n+2, then a−n+1 is uniquely
determined by a−n+2, and hence 0a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 and 1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 are not both in L(Xω). It
follows that for n > 3 the partition of a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0 is
a−n+1 † a−n+2a−n+3 † · · · † a−2a−1 † a0
if n is even, and
a−n+1 † a−n+2a−n+3 † · · · † a−3a−2 † a−1a0
if n is odd.
Next we map each 1-block in the partition to its preimage under ζ, or ancestor block. Let s1,i/2
denote the preimage of the 1-block a−n+ia−n+i+1, where i is even and 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Since there is a
dagger placed directly after a−n+1, a−n+1 uniquely determines the letter that can precede it. Let a−n be
this letter and let s1,0 denote the preimage of a−na−n+1. Similarly, when n is even a0 uniquely determines
a1. In this case let s1,n/2 denote the preimage of a0a1. The resulting block is s1,0s1,1...s1,(n−1)/2 if n is
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odd, and s1,0s1,1...s1,n/2 if n is even. For ease of notation, denote s1,0s1,1...s1,(n−1)/2 or s1,0s1,1...s1,n/2
by S1. Note that S1 is the ancestor block of a−n+1a−n+2...a−2a−1a0.
At this stage, consider the length of S1. If |S1| ≥ 4 and S1 has a unique 1-block partition, then map
each 1-block to its preimage under ζ. That is, map S1 to its ancestor block. If |S1| < 4 or S1 = 0101 or
1010, then do nothing. We continue this process so that in general, if |Sj | ≥ 4 and Sj can be uniquely
partitioned into 1-blocks, we map Sj to its ancestor block, and otherwise do nothing. During this process,
if the 1-block decomposition of Sj has a dagger between sj,0 and sj,1, then there is only one letter that
can precede sj,0. Let sj,−1 be this letter. Then sj+1,0 is defined to be the preimage of the 1-block sj,−1sj,0.
Example 6.9. We illustrate this process for the block 00110100 ∈ L(X+ω ). The unique 1-block
decomposition of 00110100 is
0 † 01 † 10 † 10 † 0.
Mapping each 1-block to its preimage under ζ, we get S1 = 10110. Since |10110| = 5, we partition 10110
into 1-blocks as follows:
1 † 01 † 10.
Again, map each 1-block to its preimage under ζ to get S2 = 001. As |001| < 4, the decomposition
process is complete.
We claim that there exists an m ∈ N such that Sm = sm,0sm,1sm,2, where sm,1sm,2 ∈ {01, 10}; or
Sm = sm,0sm,1sm,2sm,3, where sm,1sm,2sm,3 ∈ {010, 101}. Since the decomposition process is repeated
until 3 ≤ |Sm| ≤ 4 we need only show that
Sm ∈ {001, 101, 010, 110, 0010, 1010, 0101, 1101}.
Suppose on the contrary that Sm is not one of the above blocks. Since Sm ∈ L(X+ω ), it follows that
Sm ∈ {100, 011, 1001, 0110}.
Each of these blocks has a unique partitioning in which there is a dagger directly to the right of sm,1.
Hence sm,0 is uniquely determined by sm,1, and sm,0 = sm,1, by Lemma 6.8. We prove that if sm,0 is
uniquely determined by sm,1 then there is only one possible value for a−n+1.
First suppose that for all 1 ≤ k < m the partition of Sk has a dagger between sk,0 and sk,1. That is,
sk,0 † sk,1sk,2 † · · · † sk,j and sk,0 † sk,1sk,2 † · · · † sk,jsk,j+1
are the 1-cuttings for 1 ≤ k < m when |Sk| is even and odd respectively, but
sm,0sm,1 † sm,2 and sm,0sm,1 † sm,2sm,3
are the 1-cuttings for sm,0 when Sm has length 3 and 4 respectively.
If this is the case, then ζ(sk+1,0) = sk,−1sk,0 for all 1 ≤ k < m. Then
ζ2(sk+1,0) = ζ(sk,−1)ζ(sk,0) = ζ(sk,−1)sk−1,−1sk−1,0,
and in general
ζj(sk+1,0) = ζ
j−1(sk,−1)ζ
j−2(sk−1,−1)...ζ(sk−j+2,−1)sk−j+1,−1sk−j+1,0
for j ≤ k. Hence
ζm(sm,0) = ζ
m−1(sm−1,−1)ζ
m−2(sm−2,−1)...ζ
2(s2,−1)ζ(s1,−1)ζ(s1, 0)
= ζm−1(sm−1,−1)ζ
m−2(sm−2,−1)...ζ
2(s2,−1)ζ(s1,−1)a−n+1a−n+1.
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Thus the last letter of ζm(sm,0) is a−n+1. Since each desubstitution is unique, this implies that a−n+1
is uniquely determined by sm,0.
Let Sm = sm,0...sm,q, where q ∈ {2, 3}. By a similar argument to that used above, it can be shown
that the block a−n+2a−n+3..a1a0 is a prefix of ζ
m(sm,1...sm,q). That is,
ζm(Sm) = ζ
m(sm,1...sm,q) = a−n+2a−n+3...a1a0C,
where C ∈ L(X+ω ). Since each desubstitution of a−n+2a−n+3...a1a0 is unique, this implies that sm,1 is
uniquely determined by the block a−n+2a−n+3...a1a0.
Furthermore, since we have assumed that sm,0 is uniquely determined by sm,1, it follows that
ζm(sm,0) = ζ
m(sm,1). Hence, a−n+1, the last letter of ζ
m(sm,0), is uniquely determined by sm,1. Thus,
there is only one possible value for a−n+1. Therefore, 0a−n+2a−n+3...a1a0 and 1a−n+2a−n+3...a1a0
cannot both be in L(X+ω ), contradicting a−n+1a−n+2a−n+3...a1a0 being a significant block.
Now suppose that there exists 1 ≤ k < m such that the 1-block decomposition of Sk has a dagger
after sk,1. Then there exists an r, 1 ≤ r ≤ k, such that for all 1 ≤ j < r the partition of Sj has a
dagger between sj,0 and sj,1, but the partition of Sr has a dagger after sr,1. By the previous argument,
it follows that a−n+1 is uniquely determined by sr,0 and thus by sr,1. Hence, 0a−n+2a−n+3..a1a0 and
1a−n+2a−n+3..a1a0 cannot both be in L(X+ω ). Therefore,
Sm /∈ {100, 011, 1001, 0110}.
Remark 6.10. Let Sm = sm,0...sm,q, where q ∈ {2, 3}. By the above argument it must be the case
that for all 1 ≤ k < m the partition of Sk has a dagger between sk,0 and sk,1. This implies that a−n+1
is the last letter of ζm(sm,0) and a−n+2a−n+3..a1a0 is a prefix of ζ
m(sm,1...sm,q), as discussed.
Having established the existence of an m ∈ N such that Sm = sm,0sm,1sm,2, where sm,1sm,2 ∈
{01, 10}, or Sm = sm,0sm,1sm,2sm,3, where sm,1sm,2sm,3 ∈ {010, 101}, define the ray ν as follows.
If sm,0 = 0 then,
ν =


ω5ω6ω7... = 0011001..., if sm,1sm,2 = 01
ω6ω7ω8... = 0110010..., if sm,1sm,2sm,3 = 010
ω4ω5ω6... = 1001100..., if sm,1sm,2 = 10
ω5ω6ω7... = 0011001..., if sm,1sm,2sm,3 = 101
If sm,0 = 1 then,
ν =


ω13ω14ω15... = 1101001..., if sm,1sm,2 = 10
ω14ω15ω16... = 1010010..., if sm,1sm,2sm,3 = 101
ω12ω13ω14... = 0110100..., if sm,1sm,2 = 01
ω13ω14ω15... = 1101001..., if sm,1sm,2sm,3 = 010
Note that the sequence ν is defined so that sm,1sm,2ν (or sm,1sm,2sm,3ν) is in X
+
ω , but sm,0sm,1sm,2ν
(or sm,0sm,1sm,2sm,3ν) is not in X
+
ω . We provide an example of this.
Example 6.11. Let sm,0sm,1sm,2 = 001. Then sm,0sm,1sm,2ν = 0010011001.... Consider the 1-block
decomposition of the prefix block 00100. Since a dagger must be placed between consecutive zeros we
get 0 † 01 † 0 † 0. This, however, is not an allowed 1-block decomposition. Thus 00100 is not in L(X+ω )
and sm,0sm,1sm,2ν /∈ X+ω .
Suppose sm,1sm,2 ∈ {01, 10}. Let ζm(sm,1sm,2ν) = d1d2d3.... Note that the first n − 1 letters of
ζm(sm,1sm,2ν) form the block a−n+2a−n+3...a0. We claim that dn−1dndn+1... is in fol(a−n+2a−n+3...a0)
but not in fol(a−n+1a−n+2...a0). Since sm,1sm,2ν ∈ X+ω , it follows that ζm(sm,1sm,2ν) ∈ X+ω , as ω is
fixed under the substitution ζ. Thus, dn−1dndn+1... is in fol(a−n+2a−n+3...a0). It remains to show that
a−n+1ζ
m(sm,1sm,2ν) is not in X
+
ω .
Let ν = ν1ν2ν3... and consider the block a−n+1ζ
m(sm,1sm,2ν1ν2). Since the first n − 1 terms of
ζm(sm,1sm,2ν1ν2) form the block a−n+2a−n+3...a0, the block a−n+1a−n+2a−n+3...a0 is a prefix of the
block a−n+1ζ
m(sm,1sm,2ν1ν2). Implementing the decomposition process m times, the resulting block is
sm,0sm,1sm,2ν1ν2. However, sm,0sm,1sm,2ν1ν2 /∈ L(X+ω ). As the ancestor block of any block in L(X+ω )
is in L(X+ω ) it follows that a−n+1ζm(sm,1sm,2ν1ν2) /∈ L(X+ω ). Thus, a−n+1ζm(sm,1sm,2ν) is not in X+ω .
Therefore, a−n+1a−n+2a−n+3...a0 is significant.
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Using similar arguments, it can be shown that a−n+1a−n+2...a0 is significant in the case that
sm,1sm,2sm,3 ∈ {010, 101}.

Remark 6.12. We relate this result to Proposition 4.4.2 from the Sturmian case. Since there is not
a unique left special sequence as in the Sturmian case, let mn be the number of blocks of length n in
L(X+ω ) that can be extended to the left in two ways. Denote the set of such blocks by {Lin}, 1 ≤ i ≤ mn.
Then for each n ≥ 2 the significant blocks of length n of X+ω are {0Lin−1, 1Lin−1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ mn−1.
6.3. HB diagram of the Morse minimal subshift. Since there is no left special sequence to
direct us to the blocks in L(X+ω ) that can be extended to the left in two ways, the process of determining
the significant blocks is more tedious. Nevertheless, it is possible to use the no BBb property and
desubstitution to identify the significant blocks.
After determining the significant blocks of the Morse minimal subshift, the next step is to determine
the arrows. As in the Sturmian case, only those blocks that can be extended to the right in two ways will
have two arrows out. However, for the Morse minimal subshift there is no easy technique for determining
the significant blocks that satisfy this property. Hence the process of constructing the HB diagram of
the Morse minimal subshift is not nearly as streamlined as for the Sturmians. We construct the HB
diagram in the following way.
Begin by generating a list of signficant blocks. Start with the blocks 0 and 1. Since 00, 10, 01, and 11
are all in L(X+ω ), it follows that 0 and 1 can both be extended to the left in two ways. Hence 00, 10, 01,
and 11 are all significant. Next consider L2(X+ω ) = {00, 01, 10, 11}, the blocks of length 2 in L(X+ω ). As
the Morse minimal subshift has no blocks of the form BBb, 000 and 111 are not in L(X+ω ). Hence 00
and 11 cannot be extended to the left in two ways. However, 10 and 01 can be extended to the left in
two ways. Thus 110, 010, 001, and 101 are the significant blocks of length 3.
Now consider L3(X+ω ) = {001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110}. By the no BBb property, it follows that 0001
and 1110 are not in L(X+ω ). The remaining blocks can all be extended to the left in two ways. Thus the
significant blocks of length 4 are 0010, 1010, 0011, 1011, 0100, 1100, 0101, and 1101. Continuing in this
manner, we are able to generate a list of significant blocks of X+ω ;
0,1, 00, 10, 01, 11, 110, 010, 001, 101, 0010, 1010, 0011, 1011, 0100, 1100, 0101, 1101, 00110,
01001,10110, 11010,... .
To determine the arrows in the HB diagram ofX+ω , we consider the right extensions of each significant
block. We illustrate the process of determining the arrows by considering those arrows that start at a
significant block of length 4. It is easily seen that 0011, 1011, 0100, and 1100 can only be extended to
the right in one way. Thus there is exactly one arrow out of each of these blocks, and these arrows are:
0011→ sig(00110) = 00110
1011→ sig(10110) = 10110
0100→ sig(01001) = 01001
1100→ sig(11001) = 11001.
Additionally, 1010 and 0101 can be extended to the right in only one way, as the blocks 10101 and 01010
are of the form BBb. The arrows out of these blocks are:
1010→ sig(10100) = 0100
0101→ sig(01011) = 1011.
Lastly, consider the blocks 1101 and 0010. Instead of using the no BBb property, we consider the 1-block
decomposition of each block. This gives us 1†10†1 and 0†01†0. Since extending each block to the right
must yield a legal 1-block decomposition, it follows that 1101 can be followed only by a 0, and 0010 can
be followed only by a 1. Thus, the arrows out of these blocks are:
1101→ sig(11010) = 1010
0010→ sig(00101) = 0101.
Note that although there is exactly one arrow out of each significant block of length 4, this is not the
case in general. For example, using the same process it can be shown that all four significant blocks of
length 5 can be extended to the right in two ways.
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Figure 3 depicts a portion of the HB diagram of the Morse minimal subshift that has been constructed
using the process described above.
0 1
00 01 10 11
001 010 101 110
0011 0010 0101 0100 1011 1010 1101 1100
00110 01001 10110 11001
001100 001101 010010 010011 101100 101101 110010 110011
0011001 0011010 0100101 0100110 1011001 1011010 1100101 1100110
00110100 01001011 10110100 11001011
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Figure 3. The HB diagram of the Morse minimal subshift.
7. Conclusion and Further Directions
We have described the construction of HB diagrams for some highly non-Markovian systems, that
is, systems with long-range memory. These HB diagrams provide a way to visualize all the possibilities
for extending any given block and present useful information about the languages of such systems and
therefore about the structures of the systems themselves. Here are a few questions about how the
diagrams might be put to further use. How can invariant measures be represented on the diagrams?
Can we detect unique ergodicity or minimality from these diagrams? In Section 6 we were able to
construct the HB diagram of the Morse minimal subshift because the recognizability property of the
Morse substitution allowed us to say precisely which blocks are significant. Can this result be generalized
to any recognizable, or bilaterally recognizable, substitution? It is known that beta shifts, as well as
their factors, have unique measures of maximal entropy [4,11,23]. The HB diagram of a β-shift turns
out to be just a relabeling of the well-known β-shift graph (see, e.g., [13,21]). Is there a simple way to
transform the HB diagram of a subshift to produce the HB diagram of one of its factors? A relation
between the two diagrams could help to understand factor maps, and in particular to identify measures
of maximal entropy or maximal relative entropy.
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